
MARKET VIEW
HIGH-YIELD MUNIS: TIME FOR A FRESH LOOK

High-yield municipal bonds historically have generated higher returns than other taxable and tax-free bond categories,  
and represent an appealing source of income and potential portfolio diversification

MONDAY, MAY 22, 2017

After going through a difficult period in the fourth quarter of 
2016, the municipal bond market has enjoyed a positive start to 
2017, handily beating the broad taxable market (as represented by 
the Barclays Aggregate U.S. Bond Index) in year-to-date perfor-
mance through mid-May (see Table 1).

This may be a surprise to many investors, given the steady flow of 
news headlines focused on the credit troubles of Puerto Rico, a 
large component of the high-yield municipal bond market. [Read an 
in-depth analysis of the Puerto Rico situation in our new publication, 
The Muni Quarterly.] The strong performance of the municipal bond 
indexes depicted in Table 1 suggests that investors have been able 
to separate the credit and market issues specific to Puerto Rico not 
only from the fundamentals of the muni-bond sector as a whole but 
also from those of the rest of the high-yield muni bond universe. 

When investors are interested in tax-free income, they look to 
the municipal market; when they think of “high yield,” they tend to 
look to the below-investment grade corporate bond market. But 
they may be overlooking an asset class that combines appealing 
features of both: high-yield, tax-free bonds. Here are a few reasons 
why we believe investors should take a fresh look at high-yield 
municipal bonds:

1.  INCOME 
As the category suggests, high-yield municipals have provided a 

source of high tax-free income, as illustrated by the benchmark 
depicted in Table 2. Staying within the investment-grade arena, 
‘BBB’ rated municipals currently offer a yield that is more than 50% 
higher than that of the broad investment-grade municipal index 
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TABLE 1. KEY MUNI-BOND CATEGORIES HAVE FARED WELL IN 2017

Source: Barclays. For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific portfolio managed by Lord Abbett portfolio or any particular investment and are not intended to predict or depict future results. Indexes are unmanaged, 
do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance during other periods may have been different.

Index YTD Total Return (as of 05/18/2017)
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 2.08%
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index 3.25%
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index—BBB rated 3.96%
Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond Index 5.48%

TABLE 2. HIGH-YIELD MUNICIPAL BONDS HAVE PROVIDED ATTRACTIVE TAX-FREE INCOME
NOMINAL AND TAX-EQUIVALENT YIELDS FOR INDICATED TAXABLE AND MUNI-BOND CATEGORIES, AS OF MAY 17, 2017

Taxable Equivalent Yield by Bracket
Index Yield 28.0% 33.0% 39.6%
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index 2.3% 3.2% 3.4% 3.8%
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index—BBB rated 3.6% 4.9% 5.3% 5.9%
Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond Index* 5.4% 7.5% 8.0% 8.9%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 2.6%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Corporate Index 5.6%

Source: Barclays. 
*Indicates average yield for the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond (ex-Puerto Rico) Index.
For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific portfolio managed by Lord Abbett portfolio or any particular investment and are not intended to predict or depict future results. This tax rate does not factor in the effect 
of AMT (alternative minimum tax) or taxes in your individual state. State and local taxes, if any, fees, and expenses are not taken into account. If they were, certain results would be lower Tax-equivalent yield will vary based on an inves-
tor’s tax bracket. Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
Below-investment grade bonds carry greater risk of default and are subject to liquidity risk. Further, while investment-grade municipal bonds are more affected by interest-rate risk and less affected by credit risk, the opposite is usually 
true for high-yield munis, which also are more sensitive to fluctuations in the economy than their investment-grade counterparts.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance during other periods may have been different.
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(although, while ‘BBB’ rated municipals are considered investment 
grade, many high-yield municipal bond funds maintain a significant 
allocation to the ‘BBB’ segment). Moving to below-investment grade 
bonds, the high-yield muni index offers more than twice the income 
of the investment-grade muni index.

In fact, the average yield of 5.4% for the high-yield muni index is 
competitive with the yield on the taxable high-yield bond market (as 
represented by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Corporate 
Index). This is not a direct comparison, since the high-yield munici-
pal index has a longer duration than high-yield corporates, but these 
yields do not account for the tax advantage of municipals. There is 
some uncertainty about what tax brackets may look like should tax-
reform legislation eventually be enacted, but high-yield municipals 
offer extremely attractive taxable-equivalent yield under a variety of 
tax brackets.

2.  TOTAL RETURN 
Income is only one part of the equation. What should be most 

important to investors is total return, after taxes. Of course, there 
will be periods when the asset class is out of favor, and investors 
could realize price declines, as occurred during the financial crisis 
of 2008–09. Due to the price volatility in 2008, the high-yield munic-
ipal market has had similar returns to the investment-grade 
municipal market over the trailing 10 years. However, based on 
trailing returns as of March 31, 2017, the high-yield municipal index 
has generated higher returns than the investment-grade index 
over the trailing one-, three-, five-, 15-, and 20-year periods. 

Chart 1 illustrates that high-yield municipal bonds have outper-
formed two key taxable bond benchmarks—the Bloomberg Barclays 
U.S. Government Bond Index and the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 

CHART 1. HISTORICALLY, HIGH-YIELD MUNIS HAVE OUTPERFORMED OTHER BOND CATEGORIES
TRAILING RETURNS BY BOND CATEGORY FOR THE INDICATED TIME PERIODS, AS OF MARCH 31, 2017
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Source: Barclays. High Yield Muni=Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond Index. Municipal Bond= Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index. U.S. Government=Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Bond Index. U.S. Aggregate 
Index=Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.
For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific portfolio managed by Lord Abbett portfolio or any particular investment and are not intended to predict or depict future results. Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect 
the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance during other periods may have been different.

Index Correlation with High Yield Municipals
Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond Index 1.0
Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index 0.6
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 0.3
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Bond Index 0.1

TABLE 3. HIGH-YIELD MUNIS HAVE HAD A LOW CORRELATION WITH OTHER KEY BOND CATEGORIES
CORRELATION WITH THE BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS HIGH YIELD MUNICIPAL BOND INDEX FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1996–MARCH 31, 2017 

Source: Barclays. For illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific portfolio managed by Lord Abbett portfolio or any particular investment and are not intended to predict or depict future results. Indexes are unmanaged, 
do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance during other periods may have been different.
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Aggregate Bond Index—as well over every standard trailing time 
period since the high-yield index’s inception in 1996. Once again, 
these total return figures are based on absolute performance. When 
you consider that the total return has primarily come from tax-free 
income, the aftertax performance advantage of high-yield munici-
pals would be much greater.

3.  POTENTIAL PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION 
Over the long term, high-yield municipal bonds have had little to 

no correlation with U.S. government bonds (based on the Bloom-
berg Barclays indexes cited above, the trailing 10-year correlation 
through March 31, 2017, was 0.0; since inception in 1996, correla-
tion was 0.1). For those investors looking for income, but who are 
concerned by rising Treasury bond yields, high-yield municipals 
represent an asset class that historically has not moved in line with 
U.S. government debt (see Table 3). This low correlation may 
provide diversification benefits, potentially lowering the overall vol-
atility of a fixed-income portfolio.

When investors see the higher yields that are available in high-
yield munis, they might assume that they are taking on additional 
risks in order to get that yield. Certainly, there is additional credit 
risk when investing in lower-rated municipals relative to their 
investment-grade tax-free counterparts. But this risk needs to be 
put in perspective: municipal bonds historically have had much 
lower default rates than similarly rated corporate bonds. In fact, 
according to a Moody’s study of defaults covering the period 1970–
2015, even ‘BBB’ rated municipals had lower default rates than ‘AA’ 
or ‘AAA’ rated corporate bonds. Focusing on below-investment-
grade bonds, a review of the Moody’s study reveals that the default 
rate for high-yield municipals was only about one-quarter of the 

rate experienced by high-yield corporates. This history suggests 
that in-depth credit research and ongoing credit monitoring to 
navigate the market may enhance prospects for this asset class to 
provide attractive income for investors—along with the opportunity 
for total return.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
We would not suggest that a high-yield municipal portfolio would 

be an appropriate replacement for a high-quality bond portfolio. 
Investment-grade municipals historically have offered solid 
tax-free income, attractive risk-adjusted returns, and potential 
portfolio stability; thus, investors may want to consider a founda-
tion of high-quality muni bonds, including strategies that can take 
advantage of opportunities in short, intermediate, and longer 
maturities in either actively managed or laddered approaches. 
However, a high-yield municipal portfolio can play a complemen-
tary role, offering higher tax-free income, the potential for enhanced 
total return, and portfolio diversification benefits. For those that are 
interested in other sources of tax-free income, but are looking to 
reduce duration and limit volatility, short-duration, high-yield 
municipal bonds can provide another attractive option.

In an earlier time, many investors would build their own munic-
ipal portfolios of individual bonds. But, as we pointed out in the 
May 8, 2017, Market View, the changing muni-bond landscape has 
made the “do-it-yourself” approach quite challenging, and so, 
consequently, many investors and their advisors have turned to 
professional management to get the benefits of institutional 
pricing, in-depth credit research, and ongoing credit monitoring. 
In particular, the high-yield muni market is an area in which 
rigorous research is vital to identifying the optimal securities for 
inclusion in a portfolio.



INVESTMENT-LED. INVESTOR-FOCUSED.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
There is no guarantee that markets will perform in a similar manner under similar conditions in the future.

A Note about Risk: The value of an investment in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. As interest rates fall, the prices of debt securities tend to rise. As rates 
rise, prices tend to fall. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, inflation risk, and liquidity risk. The municipal bond market may be impacted by unfavorable legislative or 
political developments and adverse changes in the financial conditions of state and municipal issuers or the federal government in case it provides financial support to the municipality. Income from the municipal bonds held 
could be declared taxable because of changes in tax laws. Certain sectors of the municipal bond market have special risks that can affect them more significantly than the market as a whole. Because many municipal instru-
ments are issued to finance similar projects, conditions in these industries can significantly affect an investment. Income from municipal bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Federal, state and local taxes may 
apply. Investments in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories, commonwealths, and possessions may be affected by local, state, and regional factors. These may include, for example, economic or political developments, erosion of 
the tax base, and the possibility of credit problems.

This Market View may contain assumptions that are “forward-looking statements,” which are based on certain assumptions of future events. Actual events are difficult to predict and may differ from those assumed. There can 
be no assurance that forward-looking statements will materialize or that actual returns or results will not be materially different from those described here.

This material is provided for general and educational purposes only. The examples provided are hypothetical, are for illustrative purposes only, and are not indicative of any particular investor situation.

Correlation is a statistical measure that describes the strength of relationship between two variables. It can vary from 1.0 to -1.0.

Duration is the change in the value of a fixed-income security that will result from a 1% change in market interest rates. Generally, the larger a portfolio’s duration, the greater the interest-rate risk or reward for underlying bond prices.

Yield is the annual interest received from a bond and is typically expressed as a percentage of the bond’s market price. Tax-equivalent yield is the pretax yield that a taxable bond needs to possess for its yield to be equal to 
that of a tax-free municipal bond. This calculation can be used to fairly compare the yield of a tax-free bond to that of a taxable bond in order to see which bond has a higher applicable yield. 

The Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond Index is an unmanaged index consisting of noninvestment-grade, unrated or below Ba1 bonds. 

The Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index is a rules-based, market-value-weighted index engineered for the long-term tax-exempt bond market. The index is a broad measure of the municipal bond market with 
maturities of at least one year. To be included in the index, bonds must be rated investment-grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two of the following ratings agencies: Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, Fitch. If only two of the 
three agencies rate the security, the lower rating is used to determine index eligibility. If only one of the three agencies rates a security, the rating must be investment-grade. Bonds must have an outstanding par value of at least 
$7 million and be issued as part of a transaction of at least $75 million. The bonds must be fixed rate, have a dated-date after December 31, 1990, and must be at least one year from their maturity date. Bloomberg Barclays 
Municipal Bond Index—BBB rated (depicted in Tables 1&2) refers to a ratings-specific subset of the Index.

The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index represents securities that are SEC-registered, taxable, and dollar denominated. The index covers the U.S. investment grade fixed rate bond market, with index components 
for government and corporate securities, mortgage pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities. Total return comprises price appreciation/depreciation and income as a percentage of the original investment.

The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield Bond Index is a market value-weighted index which covers the U.S. non-investment grade fixed-rate debt market. The index is composed of U.S. dollar-denominated 
corporate debt in Industrial, Utility, and Finance sectors with a minimum $150 million par amount outstanding and a maturity greater than 1 year. The index includes reinvestment of income.

The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Bond Index is a market value-weighted index composed of all publicly issued, nonconvertible, domestic debt of the U.S. government or any agency thereof, quasi-federal corpora-
tions, or corporate debt guaranteed by the U.S. government. Flower bonds and pass-through issues are excluded. Total return consists of price appreciation/depreciation plus income as a percentage of the original investment. 
Indexes are rebalanced monthly by market capitalization.

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.

The credit quality of the securities in a portfolio is assigned by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization (NRSRO), such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, or Fitch, as an indication of an issuer’s creditworthiness. Ratings 
range from ‘AAA’ (highest) to ‘D’ (lowest). Bonds rated ‘BBB’ or above are considered investment grade. Credit ratings ‘BB’ and below are lower-rated securities (junk bonds). High-yielding, non-investment-grade bonds (junk 
bonds) involve higher risks than investment grade bonds. Adverse conditions may affect the issuer’s ability to pay interest and principal on these securities.

The information provided is not directed at any investor or category of investors and is provided solely as general information about Lord Abbett’s products and services and to otherwise provide general investment educa-
tion. None of the information provided should be regarded as a suggestion to engage in or refrain from any investment-related course of action as neither Lord Abbett nor its affiliates are undertaking to provide impartial 
investment advice, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity. If you are an individual retirement investor, contact your financial advisor or other fiduciary about whether any given investment idea, 
strategy, product or service may be appropriate for your circumstances.

The opinions in Market View are as of the date of publication, are subject to change based on subsequent developments, and may not reflect the views of the firm as a whole. The material is not intended to be relied upon as 
a forecast, research, or investment advice, is not a recommendation or offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy, and is not intended to predict or depict the performance of any investment. Read-
ers should not assume that investments in companies, securities, sectors, and/or markets described were or will be profitable. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. This document is prepared based on 
the information Lord Abbett deems reliable; however, Lord Abbett does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the information. Investors should consult with a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision.

Copyright © 2017 by Lord, Abbett & Co. LLC/Lord Abbett Distributor LLC. All rights reserved.
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Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the Lord Abbett funds. This and other important information is 
contained in each fund’s summary prospectus and/or prospectus. To obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus on any Lord Abbett mutual fund, contact your 
investment professional or Lord Abbett Distributor LLC at 888-522-2388, or visit us at lordabbett.com. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest.
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